Lateral movements in Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities due to frontiers. Numerical analysis.
Numerical simulations were performed for Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) hydrodynamic instabilities when a frontier is present. The frontier formed by the interface between two fluids prevents the free movement of the fingers created by the instability. As a consequence, transversal movements at the rear of the fingers are observed in this area. These movements produce collapse of the fingers (two or more fingers join in one finger) or oscillations in the case that there is no collapse. The transversal velocity of the fingers, the amplitude of the oscillations, and the wave number of the RT instabilities as a function of the Rayleigh number (Ra) were studied near the frontier. We verified numerically that in classical RT instabilities, without a frontier, these lateral movements do not occur; only with a physical frontier, the transversal displacements of the fingers appear. The transverse displacement velocity and the initial wave number increase with Ra. This leads to the collapse of the fingers, diminishing the wave number of the instabilities at the interface. Instead, no significant changes in the amplitude of the oscillations are observed modifying Ra. The numerical results are independent of the type or origin of the frontier (gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, or solid-liquid). The numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental results reported by Binda et al. [Chaos 28, 013107 (2018)]. Based on these results, it was possible to determine the cause of the transverse displacements, which had not been explained until now.